The SeekTech ST-305 and ST-305R line transmitters are part of RIDGID’s state of the art cable and pipe locating system. With a SeekTech transmitter, you can apply an active line tracing signal to a buried cable, pipe, or wire… And use a SeekTech receiver to locate the signal so you can mark its position prior to any excavation work.
The ST-305 and 305R transmitters are functionally identical. Both units can operate on C-cell batteries, however the ST-305R can also be powered with the available RIDGID eighteen volt rechargeable battery pack.
The transmitters can energize a utility line with up to five watts of signal power, and they can do that in one of three ways:  By establishing direct metal-to-metal contact using the clip leads… By inducing a signal with the antenna that’s built into the housing… Or by inducing a signal with the optional clamp.
The clip leads have serrated teeth for a solid connection, and they’re magnetic, so they’ll stick to flat metal surfaces that you can’t easily clip on to.
The transmitters include a ground stake that stores inside the case. You'll use the ground stake in conjunction with the clip leads to establish a return path for the locating signal.
The transmitters have a simplified three-button interface. The Power key turns on the unit and lets you cycle through low, medium, and high power output settings. A long press of the key turns off the transmitter.
The frequency key cycles through the basic frequencies of one, eight, and thirty three kilohertz. Expanded frequency settings are available when you’re using the clip leads, and you can get to them with a long press of the frequency key. The Expanded settings transmit on two frequencies simultaneously… Or at a single high frequency, either two hundred sixty two kilohertz or ninety three kilohertz, depending on your region. A long press on the key will get you back to the basic frequencies.
The inductive mode key switches the unit in and out of inductive mode. Inductive mode directs the transmitter’s signal output to its built-in antenna. The antenna broadcasts the locating signal onto all nearby conductors, and with careful placement, you can energize a line even when you can’t connect directly to it.
The transmitter can also induce a signal using the optional clamp. The clamp plugs into the connector on the end of the unit. Using the clamp is as simple as placing its jaws around a wire or cable that's grounded at both ends, and choosing an appropriate frequency.
Now that we’ve had a look at the transmitter’s features and controls, let’s take a look at using them in the context of a locate. The key to a successful locate is creating a circuit where the signal current flows only on the line you want to trace. Exactly how you’ll create that circuit will depend on the circumstances of each locate, and is beyond the scope of our demonstration. For in-depth training on creating a locating circuit, visit the seektech product pages at ridgid.com. 
In our first example, we’re going to energize a gas line using our direct-connect leads. We’re going to establish a connection between our gas line and our ground via direct metal-to-metal contact.
There’s no place nearby to use our ground stake, so we’re going to ground directly to this metal pole using the magnetic clip leads. We’re going to scrape the paint first to make sure we have good metal-to-metal contact.
We’re going to connect to the ground first as a safety precaution… And then we’ll clip on to our utility. We’ll work the jaws in to ensure good metal-to-metal contact.
We’ll power on the transmitter… And we’ll select an appropriate frequency. In this case we'll choose eight kilohertz. We’ll use fifty 50% power output which should be sufficient for this job. The steady beeping from our transmitter tells us that we have current flowing on a circuit, and at this point we could grab our receiver, set it to the matching frequency, and go locate this line.
Next we’ll set up for an inductive locate using the transmitter’s built-in antenna. Where and why you might want to use induction will depend on your circumstances. In most cases you'll use induction when you can't connect directly to a line or when a direct connection doesn't energize the portion of line you want to trace. In this demonstration we'll focus on how to set up the transmitter and how to check for air coupling between the transmitter and receiver. We know there's a gas line in this area and we know that it runs in this direction, so we’ll position the transmitter over the line… And we’re going to make sure that the arrows on the transmitter's case are lined up with the direction of the utility underground. 
We’ll go ahead and power the transmitter ON… And then we’ll set it to Inductive mode. Higher frequencies tend to induce better, so we’ll make sure 33kHz is selected… And, we’re going to run with maximum power output.
We’ll power ON our receiver and we’ll set the frequency to match – 33kHz. 
Before we can locate this line we want to make sure that the receiver is not air coupled to the transmitter. Air coupling happens when the signal from the transmitter is stronger than the signal from our utility underground. When we’re air coupled to the transmitter we cannot locate this line accurately, so we’ll want to make sure we’re not air coupled.
Let’s take a look at the depth reading. We're going to raise the receiver by several inches, and we’re going to look at the depth reading again. The depth reading should have increased, but instead it’s actually decreased. That is a good sign that we're air coupled to this transmitter and we’ll need to move some distance away before we can get an accurate locate.  
We've positioned ourselves about 50’ away from the transmitter.  We’re going to check our depth again. This time, when we raise the receiver by several inches the depth increases an appropriate amount. At this point we can be confident that we're not air coupled to the transmitter and we can go locate this line.
Next we'll use the clamp to induce a signal onto this communications line. The line is grounded at both ends, and that's necessary for us to get a locatable signal onto the line.
We'll power on the transmitter… And connect our clamp. Higher frequencies induce better, so we'll make sure that 33kHz is selected, and we’ll go with the maximum power setting. 
The clamp has two LEDs. The first LED tells us that the clamp is receiving the transmitter’s signal. The second LED lights when the jaws are making good contact. We want to make sure that both LEDs are lit when we clamp onto the line. Both LEDs are lit, so at this point we can power ON our receiver and go locate the line.
In the past few minutes, we’ve given you an overview of the ST-305 and ST-305R transmitters. Before using your equipment be sure to read the operator's manual. And for additional training, visit the SeekTech product pages on RIDGID.com, where you'll find in-depth articles on topics like circuits, grounding, induction, and frequency. On behalf of the RIDGID team, thank you for buying SeekTech locating equipment.
 


